Popular myths about distance education
Distance education is a non-traditional form of education, though, has long been widely used. In European countries and in America it is well
zarekomendovala, it is used almost by everyone. But in the countries of the former Soviet Union are wary of remote training. This is due to the lack
of information about it, so there are stereotypes and fiction.

Employers do not trust the remote training
Really early are wary of such specialists. But today companies want to have a strong team, which should consist of professionals. Specialist
academic essay for sale diploma e-learning can make independent decisions, he is willing to learn, self-improve.

There is no interaction between students
Students are not in contact, but it does not mean that they do not interact. This takes place via Internet chat, private messages on the company
website, email, chat. This regular conferences and discussions. Thanks to the group assignments, they students get acquainted with colleagues from
other countries.

Teachers do not control education, therefore low academic performance
Here, all learning takes place through correspondence, email, forums. The student further learns the material, can efficiently ask questions. Thanks
to the correspondence in the archive recover missed points. Teacher detailed answers to all questions, checks the work, making adjustments in the
educational program. This is more than individual training.

Educational programs are not top quality
The program of distance learning does not differ from the program of the hospital, so say those who are not familiar with it.

No one assessment as knowledge
The quality of the knowledge check in the same way as in traditional teaching.

There is the possibility to write off
This is a false statement, as all work specifically checked, there are no tickets – only tests are performed at a specific time. If the answer is
delayed, then the task will be outstanding.

Lack of life experience
People who are studying remotely, in parallel work, so use knowledge in real life. In the tasks necessary to solve the problems that are typical for
real situations.

Training expensive
It is not, it is much cheaper because you don't need to spend money on textbooks, to pay for utility services of the Institute, salary of staff.

